Abstract. We consider solving complex symmetric linear systems with multiple right-hand sides. We assume that the coefficient matrix has indefinite real part and positive definite imaginary part. We propose a new block conjugate gradient type method based on the Schur complement of a certain 2-by-2 real block form. The algorithm of the proposed method consists of building blocks that involve only real arithmetic with real symmetric matrices of the original size. We also present the convergence property of the proposed method and an efficient algorithmic implementation. In numerical experiments, we compare our method to a complex-valued direct solver, and a preconditioned and nonpreconditioned block Krylov method that uses complex arithmetic.
Introduction
In this paper we consider solving large sparse complex symmetric linear systems with multiple right-hand sides of the form (1.1) (A R + iA I )(X + iY ) = B R + iB I , where A R , A I ∈ R n×n are real symmetric matrices, in addition, A R is indefinite and A I is positive definite. Here i is the imaginary unit and B R , B I ∈ R n×s are the real and imaginary parts of the right-hand side. The matrices X, Y ∈ R n×s are the real part and imaginary part of the unknown. We assume that s ≪ n, and A R + iA I is nonsingular. This typical kind of linear systems arises in several application areas such as computation of Green's function in electronic structure calculations and spectral filtering in the algorithms of contour integral eigenvalue solvers such as the Sakurai-Sugiura method [26] and its variants [18] , [19] , [20] , [27] , and the FEAST algorithm [24] . It also needs to be solved in the algorithm of a stochastic estimation method for eigenvalue distribution [17] .
There are many methods for solving (1.1). One of the most robust methods is a direct solver using complex symmetric LDL T (modified Cholesky) factorization.
One can utilize the preconditioned Krylov subspace methods which take advantage of the complex symmetry such as the conjugate orthogonal conjugate gradient (COCG) method [31] , the conjugate orthogonal conjugate residual (COCR) method [28] , and the quasi-minimal residual method for complex symmetric systems [16] . These methods iterate with short-term recurrences. Thus computational cost for every iteration is constant. However, they have no optimal characteristic.
If one can accept long-term recurrences, optimal Krylov subspace methods such as the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) [25] and the generalized conjugate residual method (GCR) [14] can be used. While these methods have optimality, their computational complexities for one iteration are more expensive than the methods above that exploit the complex symmetry and employ short-term recurrences.
The (preconditioned) Hermitian and skew-Hermitian splitting iteration method (HSS) [6] , [7] and its variants specialized for complex symmetric systems [3] , [4] , [5] were proposed. The variants for complex symmetric systems consider the case where both the real and imaginary parts of the coefficient matrix are positive semi-definite with at least one of them being positive definite, however, this is not the case for our study.
For the case where multiple right-hand sides are given simultaneously, we can utilize block Krylov subspace methods. The block Krylov subspace methods are extensions of Krylov subspace methods for systems of multiple right-hand sides. For complex symmetric systems, the block COCG method [29] was proposed. It is empirically shown that block Krylov subspace methods can be faster than a standard Krylov subspace method sequentially applied to each right-hand side.
There are several ways to convert the complex problem (1.1) to an equivalent 2-by-2 real block form. For example, one can convert (1.1) to
If one needs a symmetric system,
can be used. Spectral characteristics of (1.2), (1.3) , and other formulations and analysis of preconditioners for the systems were studied in [10] .
Axelsson et al. [1] proposed a real-valued method based on the Schur complement of the typical 2-by-2 real block form. The method involves only real arithmetic with matrices and vectors of order n. However, in [1] it is assumed that A R is positive definite and A I is positive semi-definite. This is not the case for our study. In [2] , an extension and analysis of the method for the general nonsymmetric case were investigated, however, the study did not consider taking advantage of the symmetry and/or positive definiteness of the matrices. In this paper we propose a new method for solving (1.1), where A R is indefinite and A I is positive definite. Our method is derived by extending the work in [1] and combining it with the block conjugate gradient method for dealing with multiple right-hand sides simultaneously.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe real-valued formulation and the base algorithm for our method. Characteristics of the matrices that play an important role in this study are presented. In Section 4, we present a new block conjugate gradient type method that involves only real arithmetic. A bound on a certain error norm of the method is also described to analyze the convergence rate. In Section 5, an efficient and stable algorithmic implementation of our method is presented. In Section 6, we show numerical experiments to investigate the performance of our method by comparing with the complex LDL T factorization and the (preconditioned) block COCG method. In Section 7, the conclusion and future work are shown.
Real-valued formulation
In this section we describe the real-valued formulation and the base algorithm. We now recall the real-valued base algorithm [1] for solving the complex symmetric linear system. Here we consider a 2-by-2 real block form (1.3) which is equivalent to (1.1). The equation (1.3) can be converted to
where (2.1)
Here γ ∈ R is such that det(A R + γA I ) = 0. See [1] for the details.
Using the above relations, we can form the base algorithm which is described in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1. Base algorithm of real-valued method.
The linear system
in the second line is solved with some iterative method. In practice, C γ is never formed explicitly. To compute the product of C γ with an n × s matrix (which is necessary for block Krylov methods), the procedure shown in Algorithm 2 can be used.
Algorithm 2. Procedure for computing
In Algorithm 1, the matrix inverse (A R + γA I ) −1 appears in lines 1 and 3, and also in C γ . Thus an inner solver needs to be employed for a linear system involving (A R + γA I ), where (A R + γA I ) is real symmetric and generally, indefinite. For the inner solver, a direct solver using the real symmetric LDL T factorization can be an option. Preconditioned Krylov subspace methods can also be used.
In [1] , it is described that when A R is real symmetric positive definite (s.p.d.) and A I is real symmetric positive semi-definite (s.p.s.d.), (A R + γA I ) −1 is a good preconditioner for the linear system (2.2) with a proper choice of γ. If the maximal eigenvalue of A −1 R A I is known, then we can use optimal γ to obtain the preconditioned matrix with small spectral condition number κ. Even if the maximal eigenvalue is not known, γ = 1 can be a reasonable choice, since we have κ = 2 in that case.
However, in this study, we assume that A R is indefinite and A I is positive definite. Therefore, in our case, the promising theorems presented in [1] do not hold. Moreover, the (preconditioned) CG method (which is the best known method for s.p.d. matrices) cannot be used straightforwardly because in our case, neither C γ nor (A I + γA I ) are positive definite. Since the coefficient matrix C γ is symmetric indefinite, one can consider using the MINRES method [23] which is optimal with respect to the residual norm and employs preferable short-term recurrences. However, for MINRES, the preconditioning matrix needs to be s.p.d. To find good s.p.d. preconditioner is not an easy task. Instead of an optimal method with short-term recurrences, one can consider utilizing optimal Krylov methods using long-term recurrences such as GMRES, or nonoptimal methods using short-term recurrence such as BiCGSTAB [30] .
Here, to show that we can utilize optimal Krylov methods with short-term recurrences for solving the linear system (2.2), we present the following proposition. 
where
Since Θ is a diagonal matrix, an eigenvalue θ of G γ is written as
where λ is a diagonal element of Λ. Therefore, all eigenvalues of G γ are real positive (but G γ is not symmetric).
T . By virtue of this relation, we notice that A I G γ is s.p.d. and (G γ x, y) AI = (x, G γ y) AI , where x, y ∈ R n and (x, y) AI = x T A I y. Proposition 2.1 is proved.
Consequently, if we choose G γ := (A R + γA I ) −1 C γ as the coefficient matrix rather than C γ when considering the linear system (2.3)
which is equivalent to (2.2), and employ a matrix-weighted inner product, we can utilize optimal Krylov subspace methods such as CG and MINRES.
3. Real-valued block conjugate gradient method with a matrix-weighted inner product
In this section we propose a new real-valued block conjugate gradient method for solving complex symmetric systems (1.1).
With a nonzero matrix
Block Krylov subspace methods are projection methods which find the solution vectors as x
0 ] is the initial guess and R 0 = B − AX 0 (B is here the right-hand side matrix).
The block CG method [22] is an extension of the CG method for linear systems with multiple right-hand sides. The method can be utilized for real-symmetric/complexHermitian positive definite systems.
The residual vector r
k of the ith right-hand side at the kth iteration of the block CG method satisfies the condition
In the block CG method, the search space is extended by s bases per iteration. The block CG method often requires fewer iteration counts than the CG method.
The naive formulation of the block CG method is instable because n × s matrices in the algorithm tend to be nearly linearly dependent. There are several treatments for this problem [22] , [21] , [12] .
It is known that, the approximate solution
k of the kth iteration of the block CG method minimizes
, where x * i is the true solution for the ith right-hand side (see Theorem 2 of [22] ). In [22] , O'Leary presented a bound on the error norm of the block CG method. Now we consider the block CG method with the A I -inner product for solving (2.3). Since G γ is self-adjoint w.r.t. the A I -inner product, we can form a block Lanczos basis
Here T m ∈ C sm×sm is a symmetric block tridiagonal matrix with block size s.
Therefore, the algorithm of the block CG method can be derived analogously by referencing [22] and replacing the standard inner product by the A I -inner product. The pseudo-code of the method is shown in Algorithm 3. This is a naive implementation. We present an efficient algorithmic implementation of the method in Section 5.
In [22] , O'Leary also proposed the block BiCG method for solving non-Hermitian systems with multiple right-hand sides. Du et al. [11] presented a stabilized formulation which is called the block BiCGrQ method using Dubrulle's idea [12] developed for the block CG method. The block BiCGrQ method can be specialized for solving complex symmetric linear systems. This specialization leads to the block COCGrQ method.
In the numerical experiments, we compare our method to the (preconditioned) block COCGrQ method. We show the pseudo-code of the preconditioned block COCGrQ method in the appendix.
Algorithm 3. Real-valued block CG algorithm for solving complex symmetric linear systems with multiple right-hand sides (naive version). The definition of C γ is given in (2.1). C γ is never formed explicitly. The products of C γ by matrices are computed by the procedure in Algorithm 2. If the LDL T factorization of (A R + γA I ) is given, the multiplication by C γ can be computed using only triangular solves and matrix-matrix products.
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4. Convergence of the block CG method in A I -inner product
In this section we derive a theorem on convergence of the error norm of the block CG method with the matrix-weighted inner product.
Here we order the eigenvalues of G γ as 0 < θ 1 θ 2 . . . θ n . Let u i be the eigenvector of G γ corresponding to θ i and U := [u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ]. We extend O'Leary's results [22] to the block CG method in the general inner product with A I .
Let C k (θ) := cos(k arccos(θ)) for −1 θ 1 be the kth Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. We have the following identities. 
2θ. 
Lemma 4.2 (Lemma 3 of [22]). Let
0 , e ] to be E with the sth column omitted. Assume that the top (s − 1)
to be an n × (s − 1) matrix such that the columns of U Φ form a basis of span{G γ E} and
with a (k − 1)st degree polynomial
k can be written as
which proves Lemma 4.3.
. Define the kth error vector of the block CG method as
Then, for convergence of the block CG method, we have
with some constant c, where κ s = θ n /θ s .
P r o o f. Since the block CG method constructs the optimal polynomials in terms of e (s) k 2
AIGγ , we can bound it with specific polynomials, i.e.,
0 .
Here, we define the polynomial P ks (θ) as
Because C k (θ) is a kth degree polynomial with C k (0) = 1, it can be written as 1 + P ks (θ)θ with the (k − 1)st degree of the polynomial P ks (θ). We also define P kj (θ) (j = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1) as
From the assumption, k(s−1) basis vectors of B k (G γ ; G γ E) are independent. Therefore, the polynomials P kj (θ) (j = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1) are determined uniquely. Then we have
k .
Using (4.1), we conclude that
Therefore, 
The 1st term (4.2) is bounded as
The 2nd term (4.3) is bounded as
The 3rd term (4.4) is bounded as
Therefore, we have
c.
Here we note that the constant c does not depend on k. . In Theorem 4.1, when s = 1, we have κ s = θ n /θ 1 , and the theorem is reduced to the theorem for the convergence of the error norm of the single-vector CG method (with A I -inner product). Note here that θ n /θ 1 is the spectral condition number of G γ . Therefore, when compared with the single-vector CG method, we can see that for the block CG method with s right-hand sides, in terms of the convergence, the s − 1 smallest eigenvalues can be ignored when computing the spectral condition number of G γ . In other words, we can say that the block CG method deflates the s − 1 smallest eigenvalues of G γ .
Efficient algorithmic implementation
In this section we describe the efficient implementation of our method. In Algorithm 3, at a first glance, we can see that we need to multiply A I to multi-vectors (n × s matrices) four times per iteration (twice in C γ and twice for computations ofẂ k and Z k+1 ). Let us now consider keeping intermediate multi-vectors used for computing
Here we define S k := A I P k , T k := (A R + γA I ) −1 S k , and W k := C γ P k . Using them, we can compute α k withoutẂ k = A IŚk , since
In addition, W k can be computed as W k = A R P k − γS k + (1 + γ) 2 A I T k and S k can be updated by a recurrence S k+1 = Z k+1 + S k β k . Therefore, we can reduce the multiplication of A I from four times to twice.
The linear system we originally solve is C γ X = F (see Algorithm 1). To compute the residual R := F − C γ X cheaply, we introduce a recurrence
Provided that the initial guesses X 0 and Y 0 satisfy
Y k can be updated by the recurrences
since X k+1 = X k + P k α k , and the real part X * and the imaginary part Y * of the true solution of (1.1) satisfy
(see [1] for the derivation). As seen in other Krylov methods, the residual R k computed by the recurrence formula could be different from the true residual F −C γ X k due to the rounding error. Thus the true residual has to be computed (at least) at the end of the algorithm to assess the accuracy of the approximate solution.
Fortunately, the true residual can be computed cheaply with
We can use this equation to avoid the expensive multiplication of C γ for computing the true residual. Using the relation, we can also compute the initial residual R 0 cheaply. This idea is not new (see [1] ). Utilizing the relations (5.3) and (5.2), we can reduce (A R + γA I ) −1 in the initialization and finalization phase (lines 1-2 and 15) from four times to twice.
Similar to other block Krylov subspace methods, our method shows instability since column vectors n × s matrices tend to be nearly linearly dependent. As presented in [12] for the standard block CG method, one can orthogonalize the columns of R k by the (thin) QR factorization (qr(·)) for stabilizing the method.
In the stabilized formulation, we introduce a column orthonormal matrix Q k ∈ R n×s such that Q k ∆ k = R k , where ∆ k ∈ R s×s . The matrix Q k is used for the iteration instead of R k for numerical stability and R k is not orthonormalized explicitly. The matrix Q k and upper triangular ̺ k ∈ R s×s are recurrently computed as
Note that the Frobenius norm of the residual can be computed via
In Algorithm 4, we show the resulting efficient algorithmic implementation with both the original formulation and the stabilized formulation with residual orthogonalization. If one chooses the stabilized formulation, the steps in bracket labeled with "rQ" need to be performed. Note that the symbols α k , β k , P k , S k , T k , W k , and Z k in the "rQ" formulation are not mathematically equivalent to those of the original formulation. In this study, we refer to Algorithm 4 as the proposed method.
Note that it is possible to compute Q k such that Q T k Z k = I s , where I s is the identity matrix of order s. This enables one to avoid matrix inverses of small s × s matrices. It is also noted that ̺ k do not have to be upper triangular. Thus any orthogonalization algorithms can be used.
Algorithm 4.
Real-valued block CG algorithm for solving the complex symmetric linear system with multiple right-hand sides (Efficient version). qr(·) indicates the thin QR decomposition.
if there is no initial guess then 2:
((5.1) must hold)
14:
{rQ:
Numerical experiments
In this section we show numerical experiments to evaluate the performance of our method by using problems from real applications.
We test our method for the complex symmetric linear systems which need to be solved in the algorithm of a contour integral eigensolver for solving symmetric definite generalized eigenvalue problem Kt = µM t. Here K is real symmetric indefinite, M is real s.p.d, and (µ, t) is an eigenpair. In the algorithm of a contour integral eigensolver, one needs to solve linear systems with a complex symmetric coefficient matrix (z j M − K) and with multiple right-hand sides, where z j are complex scalars that are quadrature points of numerical contour integration. Since K is indefinite and M is positive definite, the linear system is of the type (1.1). Table 1 shows the test matrices used for the experiments. The symbol nnz(·) indicates the number of nonzero elements of the matrix. BCSST25 is derived from a matrix pair (BCSSTK25 and BCSSTM25) obtained from the university of Florida sparse matrix collection [9] . For this problem, A I is diagonal. Ge87H76 is also obtained from [9] . For this matrix A I is the identity matrix. VCNT22500 is derived from a matrix pair with the same name which was obtained from ELSES matrix library [15] . CQSZ20 is derived from a matrix pair obtained by the linear scaling density functional theory code CONQUEST [8] . The symbol z indicates the complex scalar value used for computing A R = real(zM − K) and A I = imag(zM − K).
Name
Size nnz(A R ) nnz(A I Table 1 . Properties of the matrices used in the numerical examples and the complex scalar z used to make A R and A I .
We performed the experiments on a workstation which is equipped with two processors Intel Xeon E5-2667v3 (2.67GHz, 8 cores/16 thread, Haswells) with 512 GB main memory (DDR4 ECC REG 32GB×16). To implement the methods, we used the C++ language, C++ linear algebra library Eigen version 3.3.1 [13] , and Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL). The real/complex symmetric LDL T factorization and their triangular solves were performed using PARDISO of MKL. In our method, we solved linear systems with (A R + γA I ) using the PARDISO direct solver. ILU0 preconditioner was implemented using Eigen's sparse matrix interface.
The real part B R of the right-hand sides of linear systems were generated with random numbers. The imaginary part B I was set as zero. Stopping criterion for iterative methods is max i R k (:, i) 2 / R 0 (:, i) 2 < 1e − 15, where R k (:, i) is the ith column vector of R k . The initial guess is set to zero for all examples. For our method, we let γ = 0 since A R are nonsingular for all matrices.
6.1. Experiment I. In this example, we see how the number of iterations and the computation time are affected by the number of right-hand sides simultaneously solved by our real-valued block CG method (with residual orthogonalization). Tables 2, 3 , 4, and 5 show the result for BCSST25, Ge87H76, VCNT22500, and CQSZ20, respectively. In the tables, # iter indicates the number of iteration and t fact , t tsol , t R , t I , and t qr indicate computation time (in seconds) for the real LDL T factorization, the triangular solve using the factorization, the multiplication of A R , the multiplication of A I , and the QR factorization, respectively. The quantity t total is the total computation time and true res indicates the true residual norm.
The tables indicate that for all test matrices, as the number of right-hand sides s is increased, the number of iterations decreases. This indicates that the increase of the number of smallest eigenvalues of G γ deflated may contribute to the reduction of the number of iterations needed to converge.
For all cases, the true relative residual norm is larger than 1e−15 although the stopping criterion is satisfied. This is a common situation in (block) Krylov subspace methods and is caused by the rounding error. For all cases, we observe that as s increases, the true residual norm increases. Therefore we need to take care of the true residual norm. COCGrQ method in terms of computation time. Tables 6, 7 , 8, and 9 show the result for BCSST25, Ge87H76, VCNT22500, and CQSZ20, respectively.
In the tables, Proposed, C-LDLT, BlockCOCG(I), and BlockCOCG(ILU0) indicate our method with residual orthogonalization, a direct solver using complex symmetric LDL T factorization, nonpreconditioned block COCGrQ, and ILU-preconditioned block COCGrQ, respectively.
For the block COCGrQ method, the computation time for mat-vec with complex symmetric matrix is shown in the row of t R .
For iterative methods the maximum number of iterations is set to min(⌈n/s⌉, 3000). In this experiment, the number of right-hand sides s is fixed to 16.
For BCSST25, the proposed method is approximately three times slower than C-LDLT because the triangular solve is relatively expensive as compared to the factorization. For BlockCOCG(I) and BlockCOCG(ILU0), the residual norm did not converge for this matrix.
For Ge87H76, the proposed method is faster than C-LDLT because, in contrast to the previous example, the triangular solve is relatively inexpensive as compared to the factorization. Both BlockCOCG(I) and BlockCOCG(ILU0) needed a lot of iterations, and are far slower than Proposed and C-LDLT. Though the ILU0 preconditioning successfully reduces the number of iterations, the total computational time is larger than in the nonpreconditioned case due to the computational cost of the (ILU0) triangular solve. Also we note that for the block COCG method, the relative true residual norm is quite larger (around 1e−11) than the stopping criterion 1e−15.
For VCNT22500, the proposed method is approximately eight times slower than C-LDLT because the triangular solve is relatively expensive as is also seen in the case of BCSST25. For BlockCOCG(I), the norm of the residual computed by recurrences was smaller than tolerance. However, it is far slower than Proposed and C-LDLT.
BlockCOCG(ILU0) failed because the (ILU0) triangular solve broke down.
For CQSZ20, the proposed method is slower than C-LDLT. While the computational cost of the triangular solve is considerably smaller than the LDL T factorization, the number of iterations is not small enough to make our method faster than C-LDLT. In BlockCOCG(I) and BlockCOCG(ILU0), the residual norm did not converge for this matrix.
In Figure 1 , we show the histories of the residual norms of the proposed method (when s = 16) for different matrices. The figure indicates that for all cases, the residual norms decrease smoothly. In such cases, if one can accept the solution with low accuracy, the proposed method can be faster than C-LDLT. The case of CQSZ20 is an example for such situation. 
Method
Proposed Finally, we note that the memory requirements of our method with real LDL T factorization is a half of the direct solver using the complex symmetric LDL T factorization. For large-scale problems, the memory requirement of the algorithm is an important characteristic as well as computational cost. Our method is useful when the shortage of memory is an issue.
Conclusions
In this study we proposed a new block Krylov type method for solving a specific type of complex symmetric system with multiple right-hand sides. We assume that the coefficient matrix has indefinite real part and positive definite imaginary part. We also investigate the convergence property of our method. It is shown that the s−1 smallest eigenvalues of the matrix are removed from the spectral condition number of the coefficient matrix. This indicates the possibility of having faster convergence rate than in the nonblocked version.
We also presented an efficient algorithmic implementation of our method. Namely, we show that expensive triangular solves and matrix-vector multiplications of the imaginary part are reduced by this efficient implementation.
In the numerical experiments, we observe that, for four matrices from different kinds of applications, the number of iterations decreases as the number of right-hand sides increases. We experimentally compare our method with the direct solver using complex symmetric LDL T factorization, the nonpreconditioned ILU0-preconditioned block COCG method. As a result, our method always turns out to be faster than the (ILU0-preconditioned) block COCG method. In some cases, our method is also faster than the direct solver. However, when the triangular solve is relatively expensive or number of iteration is not small enough, our method failed to outperform the direct solver.
The proposed method is a conjugate gradient type method that minimizes a norm of the error. Another optimal real-valued method which minimizes a norm of the residual can be derived analogously. Therefore, in our future work, we will investigate such minimal residual type method. 
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Q k+1 ̺ k+1 = qr(Q k − P k α k )
7:
∆ k+1 = ̺ k+1 ∆ k 8:
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P k+1 = Z k+1 + P k β k 11: end for 12: X = X k A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t. The authors would like to thank Dr. Tsuyoshi Miyazaki and Dr. Ayako Nakata for giving us a matrix from the linear scaling density functional theory code CONQUEST.
